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	This book presents the state-of-the-art in visual media coding and transmission


	Visual Media Coding and Transmission is an output of VISNET II NoE, which is an EC IST-FP6 collaborative research project by twelve esteemed institutions from across Europe in the fields of networked audiovisual systems and home platforms. The authors provide information that will be essential for the future study and development of visual media communications technologies. The book contains details of video coding principles, which lead to advanced video coding developments in the form of Scalable Coding, Distributed Video Coding, Non-Normative Video Coding Tools and Transform Based Multi-View Coding. Having detailed the latest work in Visual Media Coding, networking aspects of Video Communication is detailed. Various Wireless Channel Models are presented to form the basis for both link level quality of service (QoS) and cross network transmission of compressed visual data. Finally, Context-Based Visual Media Content Adaptation is discussed with some examples.


	Key Features:

	
		
			Contains the latest advances in this important field covered by VISNET II NoE

	
	
		
			Addresses the latest multimedia signal processing and coding algorithms

	
	
		
			Covers all important advance video coding techniques, scalable and multiple description coding, distributed video coding and non-normative tools

	
	
		
			Discusses visual media networking with various wireless channel models

	
	
		
			QoS methods by way of link adaptation techniques are detailed with examples

	
	
		
			Presents a visual media content adaptation platform, which is both context aware and digital rights management enabled

	
	
		
			Contains contributions from highly respected academic and industrial organizations

	



	Visual Media Coding and Transmission will benefit researchers and engineers in the wireless communications and signal processing fields. It will also be of interest to graduate and PhD students on media processing, coding and communications courses.
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Poly-Modeling with 3ds Max: Thinking Outside of the BoxFocal Press, 2008
Poly-Modeling with 3ds Max is a practical guide for intermediate- to advanced-level 3ds Max modelers, covering techniques that will signifi cantly impact the quality of your models as well as work fl ow and productivity. This volume covers Poly-Modeling extensively, while also touching on other methods of modeling that can be implemented in your...
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Neuroethics: Challenges for the 21st CenturyCambridge University Press, 2007


	In the late 1960s, a new field of philosophical and moral enquiry

	came into existence. Bioethics, as it soon came to be called, quickly

	mushroomed: it developed its own journals, its own professional

	associations, its own conferences, degree programs and experts.

	It developed very rapidly for many reasons, but no doubt the main...
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Apache Camel Developer's Cookbook (Solve Common Integration Tasks With Over 100 Easily Accessible Apache Camel Recipes)Packt Publishing, 2013

	For Apache Camel developers, this is the book you'll always want to have handy. It's stuffed full of great recipes that are designed for quick practical application. Expands your Apache Camel abilities immediately.


	Overview

	
		A practical guide to using Apache Camel delivered in dozens of small,...
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Embedded Systems Architecture for Agile Development: A Layers-Based ModelApress, 2017

	
		
			Utilize a new layers-based development model for embedded systems using Agile techniques for software architecture and management. Firmware is comprised of both hardware and software, but the applicability of Agile in embedded systems development is new. This book provides a step-by-step process showing how this is...
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The Innovation Handbook: How to Profit from Your Ideas, Intellectual Property and Market KnowledgeKogan Page, 2010

	
		

		Unique features, distinctive capabilities and exclusive know-how are the surest way to stay ahead of the market for any length of time. But the way these points of difference are created and commercialized is changing. The difficulty for most organizations is not in generating ideas, but in pursuing the right one at the...
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Microsoft Windows Nt Server 4.0 Enterprise Technologies Training Kit (Microsoft Official Curriculum)Microsoft Press, 1998
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 Enterprise Technologies  Training Kit is a combination text and software package that  provides a self-paced training course based on the preparatory  curriculum for the 70-068 Microsoft Certified Professional  examination. Each chapter covers a major topic and contains a series  of separate lessons.
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